RECENT ELECTION

STATE ELECTION LAW — RECALL PROCESS — SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT ATTORNEY CHESA BOUDIN RECALLED.

States and localities are proving grounds for systems of democratic representation, often experimenting with electoral processes not available at the federal level.1 Ideally, democratic processes allow for the maximum number of people to make informed decisions as to their elected representatives, thus exercising equal political power regardless of individual wealth or influence.2 A system of regular-term elections balances direct democracy with pragmatic limitations, reflecting a compromise between mirroring the will of the people and giving elected officials time to enact policy and establish a track record by which they (or their party) can be evaluated by voters at the next election.3 But recently, on June 7, 2022, fifty-five percent of San Francisco voters in the California Consolidated Statewide Direct Primary Election chose to recall the city’s district attorney, Chesa Boudin.4

California’s recall provision, codified in the state constitution, allows voters to organize to remove an official before their term expires,5 with few meaningful procedural limitations.6 Since 1911, voters have used this power “to express their dissatisfaction with their elected representatives”7 — a dissatisfaction so great that the electorate cannot wait for the next election. Boudin’s recall under distinct San Francisco provisions, while a disappointment for some progressive advocates, does not necessarily implicate concerns about antidemocratic procedures. Viewed in the context of the two most recent statewide gubernatorial recall attempts, Boudin’s citywide recall is less vulnerable to accusations of unfair partisan reversal because the turnout, policy motivations, and replacement mechanism of Boudin’s recall reflected the original intent of the provision. Boudin’s recall process, conducted under local

1 Cf. New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (“[A] single courageous State may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory . . . .”).
3 Without regular terms for elected officials, governance can drift to a state of “permanent election,” where political losers seek to unseat an election’s winner as soon as possible, rather than wait until the next election. Robert Reich, The Permanent Election, AM. PROSPECT (Aug. 27, 2003), https://prospect.org/features/permanent-election [https://perma.cc/JXK8-V234].
7 RECALL PROCEDURES, supra note 6, at i.
San Francisco law, offers an exemplar for reforms to California’s statewide recall provision.

Chesa Boudin was elected as San Francisco’s district attorney in November 2019 and took office in January 2020. Boudin, a former deputy public defender in San Francisco, won on a platform of progressive prosecution. Though not part of an officially defined school, progressive prosecutors are recognized for their commitment to using prosecutorial power and discretion to reduce mass incarceration and to make the criminal legal process more equitable. Voters elected Boudin after he promised to lead a generally anticarceral prosecutor’s office by implementing reforms like pretrial diversion and shorter sentences.

While San Francisco’s overwhelmingly left-leaning electorate initially supported the progressive prosecutorial mission, public opinion began to shift as the COVID-19 pandemic set in. As people across the country stayed home, national news outlets broadcast security footage...
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14 See Weill-Greenberg, supra note 11.

of people shoplifting from San Francisco retail stores. Larceny theft increased significantly from 2020 to 2021, with multiple high-profile instances of organized theft making national news. These trends led to widespread frustration with Boudin’s policies, particularly his pledge not to prosecute quality-of-life crimes, which some voters viewed giving perpetrators carte blanche.

At the same time as property crimes were on the rise, several attacks on elderly Asian Americans caused local and national uproar, with multiple incidents caught on video. San Francisco citizens saw Boudin’s policies of diversion and lenient charging as particularly responsible for the slow “justice” in these racially motivated crimes. The same policies that were touted on the campaign trail as the best progressive response to crime became politically disastrous after citizens fixated on these visible crimes. Within a few weeks, over ten thousand people had signed a petition calling for the resignation of both
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19 See Neilson, supra note 13 (describing recall supporters criticizing Boudin for “creating an atmosphere of ‘no consequences’ for some types of criminal activity”).


San Francisco Mayor London Breed and Boudin for their perceived ineffectual response to this uptick in crime.\(^{24}\) Coalitions that had initially opposed his election to district attorney were joined by investors, politicians of both parties, small business owners, and Asian American community organizers in a growing effort to establish a recall election.\(^{25}\) Boudin did not shift his policies in response to growing public discontent, instead giving statements articulating the gap between voters’ perception of crime and what crime statistics actually showed: a decrease in violent crime and an increase in crimes “solved” by an arrest.\(^{26}\)

The confluence of these circumstances allowed the recall campaign to gain momentum. To initiate a recall election, a proponent — usually a political action committee (PAC) or an individual citizen — must meet several procedural requirements.\(^{27}\) These requirements include alerting the official and voters via formal notice, filing requirements ahead of an election, and, most notably, obtaining the signatures of at least ten percent of registered voters in the city on a petition for recall.\(^{28}\) Richie Greenberg, a political commentator and former Republican mayoral candidate, started the first petition to recall Boudin in January 2021.\(^{29}\) Although this petition fell short of the approximately fifty-one thousand signatures necessary,\(^{30}\) coalitions supporting the recall had solidified. In October, a second recall campaign led by several organizations submitted a second petition with about eighty-three thousand signatures.\(^{31}\) On June 7, 2022, Boudin faced a recall, known as Proposition H, on the city’s primary-election ballot.\(^{32}\)


\(^{28}\) See id. at 6.

\(^{29}\) See Sharpe, * supra* note 24.

\(^{30}\) Id.


Boudin was recalled by more votes than had elected him in an election with comparable turnout numbers, sparking both local and national discussions on his policies. San Francisco officials were quick to assure voters and spectators that this was not the end of progressive prosecution in San Francisco, and they were likely correct — left-leaning Mayor Breed was tasked with appointing Boudin’s replacement, per San Francisco’s recall rules. Boudin’s supporters argued that he was the victim of a targeted political attack by monied outside interests and claimed that the recall did not actually reflect the will of San Franciscans.

Setting aside the merits of progressive prosecution, Boudin’s recall under local San Francisco law reflected the will of a legitimate democratic majority that no longer supported his approach to prosecution. On several axes, including turnout, changing circumstances, and replacement opportunities, Boudin’s recall was less prone than other recall elections to concerns that the losing party was simply rerunning a valid election. Thus, this local “success” presents an opportunity to discuss the inherent risks of the statewide recall mechanism, and it offers an avenue for citizens who may have disagreed on the merits of the Boudin recall to work to reform the statewide recall provision.

When California added its statewide recall provision to the constitution in 1911, the mechanism was meant to combat the pervasive influence of large companies like the Southern Pacific Railroad at every level of state government. Proponents of the recall argue that the core of the constitutional provision remains unsullied: “[The modern] recall is aimed at removing officials who have acted ‘corruptly’ in the sense that they are no longer representing the people but are serving the interests of a powerful minority.” This idea of the recall as the “people’s impeachment” aligns with historical ideals of state governance as subject

34 See Bidar, supra note 32.
35 See id.
36 See Dario McCarty, Big Donors Fueled High Profile Recall of Progressive San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin, OPENSECRETS (July 7, 2022, 2:14 PM), https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2022/07/big-donors-fueled-high-profile-recall-of-progressive-san-francisco-district-attorney-chesa-boudin [https://perma.cc/WC2F-RTZD]. A single “megadonor-backed” PAC, Neighbors for a Better San Francisco, contributed more than half of the $7 million spent to advance the recall campaign. Id. Individuals or organizations who spent more than $50,000 contributed the overwhelming majority of the pro-recall campaign’s funds, while less than half of the $3 million spent for the anti-recall campaign was contributed by large donors. Id.
to much more intimate local control compared to federal representatives. Ideally, the recall promotes direct democracy by “empowering the relatively unorganized many as they combat the clout of the organized but impassioned few in the legislative [or political] arena.”

California’s recall provision should maximize the democratic values of consistency and transparency in the exercise of this power. A process that evinces the simple choice of a majority is not automatically democratic. Although the California constitution can be interpreted and reformed by citizens as they see fit, “majority rule is not the same as majority will and certainly not the same as majority whim.” A simple majority does not cure the vulnerabilities in the process of the recall provision. Ideally, elections allow each constituent to participate in a decision on equal terms. In arming the electorate against those in power, a low procedural threshold for a recall can potentially give an out-of-power minority another bite at the apple. Realizing direct democracy through the recall process requires careful implementation, lest losing political parties receive an easy opportunity to rerun a valid election.

California’s statewide recall provision differs from San Francisco’s locally legislated recall in two key process areas: the replacement mechanism and the signature requirement. A statewide recall appears on the ballot in two parts: one that asks citizens to vote for the recall and one that asks citizens to select a replacement. But in a successful San Francisco recall, like Boudin’s, the mayor appoints a temporary replacement. Furthermore, statewide recalls have not adopted the experimental signature requirement that San Francisco uses. San Francisco requires signatures of ten percent of the currently registered voters in the city to get a recall provision on the ballot, in contrast to the twelve percent of voters in the most recent election required by the state.

The two most salient gubernatorial recall provisions of the last two decades show how these key procedural deficits have dogged the statewide recall in its modern application. In 2003, voters recalled second-term Governor Gray Davis and elected Arnold Schwarzenegger

40 Garrett, supra note 38, at 243.
41 See, e.g., Lani Guinier, The Tyranny of the Majority: Fundamental Fairness in Representative Democracy 1–6 (1994); Amar, supra note 39, at 948–49 (acknowledging that in one sense, Californians have the right to run, abolish, and alter their election processes, but arguing that this is not the same as having carte blanche in actual governance).
43 See Bowie, supra note 2, at 169 (“[M]ajoritarian elections without a universal franchise, power sharing, or attempts at fostering consensus can create dominating hierarchies between permanent winners and losers.”).
44 RECALL PROCEDURES, supra note 6.
45 See Bidar, supra note 32.
as his replacement on the same ballot. This election was marked by over twenty lawsuits, voter confusion, and the election of a candidate who might not have been able to win a primary, let alone a regular election. Recall supporters paid private workers around one dollar per signature they collected on Davis’s recall petition, raising more questions about the democratic value of the exercise. Despite calls for reform, the recall mechanism remained mostly unchanged, and in 2021 a petition gathered enough signatures to trigger a recall provision for Governor Gavin Newsom. Despite the huge amount of money and attention this recall contest attracted, Governor Newsom defeated the recall provision by about the same margin as he won his general election. Calls for reform have focused on the perceived waste of taxpayer money that paid for the recall election’s administration, but more salient are the threats presented to democratic processes.

In contrast to the Davis and Newsom recalls, the Boudin recall had a procedural protection against the risk of becoming a “do-over” by the losing political party. Boudin’s replacement was appointed by Mayor Breed, not selected on the same ballot as his recall. As this appointment did not involve a switch in political parties, Boudin’s recall was not a do-over in the partisan sense. Governor Davis’s recall provision included 135 candidates to succeed him in case of recall, resulting in confusion and the eventual election of an opposite-party candidate who might not have survived a primary. The attempted recall of Governor Newsom threatened to place a syndicated radio personality with fringe views as the executive of the nation’s most populous state.

47 Garrett, supra note 38, at 239.
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Replacement by appointment or simple succession by the lieutenant governor, rather than by the same possibly skewed ballot provision, offer simple reforms to the gubernatorial recall.

Adopting the local approach to signature requirements statewide would also increase predictability and better insulate the statewide recall mechanism from partisan power grabs. Tying the signature requirement to turnout in the most recent election allows out-of-power parties to benefit from unusual circumstances. In the Davis recall, the 2002 gubernatorial election saw historically low voter turnout, meaning the recall campaign had an especially easy qualification requirement. The COVID-19 pandemic gave the Newsom recall campaign additional time to collect signatures, also lowering the bar. Although the Boudin recall also took place during the pandemic, the proponents did not receive extra time to collect signatures, and the petition exceeded the number of signatures needed. Using this ten-percent standard statewide would modestly increase the signature requirement and additionally provide consistency to recall thresholds.

Viewing the Boudin recall in the context of the two gubernatorial recalls shows how difficult reform can be. Although a majority of polled voters in 2021 said they supported recall reforms, no single proposed reform received majority support in the same poll. Not even the legal and political chaos created by the Davis recall was able to drum up majority support in California for a constitutional amendment. Procedural reforms such as those proposed by the Little Hoover Commission, which researched reforms to the provision after Newsom’s attempted recall, cannot incite the same political fervor that recalls themselves do. California can and should continue to experiment with the correct approach to maintaining the people’s power over their elected officials, but, at minimum, it should heed the results of local innovation and update the replacement mechanism and signature requirement of the statewide recall.
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